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*Short Notices* 
 
Social insurance 
 
On March, 21st 2016 the Shanghai Vice Mayor stated that employer’s 
charges for Social Insurance in Shanghai will decrease 2.5% since Jan 
1st, 2016. This means that, besides the “gross salary”, Shanghai 
employers have to pay 39.5% as Employer Charges, in which it is 
included 32.5% for Social Insurance and 7% for Housing Fund.  
Since 2013, this is the second time that Shanghai’s Municipality de-
creased the Employer Charges, on 5% overall.  
However, the formal policy and implementation guidelines will be of-
ficially announced by Shanghai Labor and Social Insurance Bureau 
successively. 
 
VAT news 
 
From May 1st, as announced in the State Council Meeting by the 
Chinese Central Government, VAT will be implemented in almost all 
industries and business, including real estate. The detailed VAT rate 
and its implementation regulations will be proclaimed soon. 
 
Visa regulation 
 
Starting on April 1st 2016, the Shanghai Labor Bureau is enhancing the 
control on Work Permit application process for foreign staff in China.  
The new control will focus on: 
- Before applying for any Work Permit and Work Visa Application, it      
is necessary for a company to: 

ü Apply for the User Card firstly and  
ü Submit the original companies' licenses. 

- In order to apply for the User Card, companies should  
ü Have at least one Chinese employee who has already joined 
the Social Insurance under that company’s Collective Account; 
ü Have the Legal Representative or its investor(s) visiting on 
site the competent bureau. 

 
Companies annual compliance activities due dates 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Exploiting WeChat as a Marketing Tool 
 
By Saro Capozzoli, Beniamino Bruno, Filippo Contri - Jesa 
 

“Sharing is what the world is missing the most, 
not richness” 
If it is true what this Chinese motto says, it is equally 
true that Tencent, the largest and most used Internet 
service portal in China, has internalized this saying 

and made it its creed, as well as its main goal in business. 
 
In a world where free chat messages are ordinary, where social net-
works are obviously and easily capable of connecting millions of people 
and the Internet is becoming more and more useful when it comes to 

Activity Deadline 
Corporate Income Tax 
Annual Liquidation  

End of April  

Annual Inspections End of June  
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payments and bookings (especially via smartphone), WeChat (Weixin
微信 in Chinese, or literally “micro text”) has astonished the entire 
world with its services, offered to standard and corporate consumers 
all over the world. 
  
Actually, it is not just a simple messaging app as Whatsapp, nor a 
traditional social network as Facebook: Wechat is rather a unique and 
original reality that acts as shop window, bank and even taxi-booking 
agency. 
 
Founded in 2011 by the Asian tiger Tencent, WeChat has been so 
rapidly increasing its services and features that today it counts on 650 
million active users per month and 1.1 billion registered accounts, 
approximately a third less than Whatsapp’s ones. However, recent 
analyses predict that the status quo will change in favour of the Chi-
nese company. 
 
WeChat shows an outstanding potential, mainly thanks to its never 
ending innovation and updates of services. Being primarily custom-
er-oriented, its purpose is to make customer’s experience more en-
joyable, with the aim of strengthening his brand loyalty. 
 
It is not by chance, then, that Weixin can count on several important 
companies among its official users, such as McDonald’s, Suning, KFC, 
Sony (Playstation), Coca-Cola, Starbucks and Nike. McDonald’s was 
the first among them that launched a marketing campaign through this 
miracle-worker app. Subsequently, McDonald was followed by nu-
merous firms, as MarketingtoChina reported: <These companies are 
eager to join the “Marketing-through-WeChat” group>. Evidently, 

companies can no longer ignore the powerfulness of this tool, espe-
cially after it showed what it is capable of. On the other hand, WeChat 
can be used and exploited by a company only if this has his head-
quarter in China. In fact, once accessed https://mp.weixin.qq.comand, 
clicked “企业号” in order to choose the account type, the company’s 
Business License number has to be provided. This means that the firm 
must be either Chinese or a Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise (WOFE) 
legally registered in the Middle Kingdom. 
 
Let’s get down to business 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As it can be seen on the graph above, WeChat’s recent performances 
are remarkable. Its monthly active users have significantly increased 
from 2011 to 2015, with an average quarter-to-quarter growth rate of 
12%. Currently, WeChat has more than 650 million active users per 

Figure 1: Active users on WeChat (Source: TECHINASIA) 
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month, of which 639 million accesses the app directly from their 
smartphones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interestingly, 68.6% of the entire Chinese population uses Weixin and 
every minute the app counts approximately 396 million users. Among 
them, 40% is between 25-34 years old, while a third is younger than 
24 but older than 16 years old. Furthermore, companies willing to 
adopt WeChat should know that the percentage of customers using the 
e-commerce feature on smartphones is bigger than 83%. 
 
Recently, media and academic research have analyzed and investi-
gated Weixin’s customers’ behavior. The findings are astonishing: on 
average, a Chinese person consults news and reads contents on 
WeChat twice a day for more than 40 minutes. In addition, he/she 
spends a third of his/her free time surfing on the Web, especially via 
mobile devices. Not really peanuts, are they? In fact, according to 

WeChat Italy Country Director Andrea Ghizzoni, “You only make the 
difference when you deeply change people’s habits”.   
But let’s have a look at what the service portfolio that the company 
offers. 
 
Not just a simple messaging app 
 
In addition to standard services (e.g. instant messaging and phone 
call/video call), WeChat allows its users to share original contents and 
stimulate their engagement through the section called “Moments”: a 
social network that works just as Facebook (the concept and feature 
are exactly the same). 
 
Companies can promote their business through a one-to-one com-
pany-customer communication, as well as launch customized mar-
keting campaigns with groups and individuals who can then share 
these promotions among them. 
 
It is possible to connect and interact with firms’ official pages by 
scanning the related QR Code. This can be either found in a particular 
post on WeChat or in an external image, for example on a billboard or 
printed on a picture inside the store. The QR Code, which looks like a 
pixel-made with very bad resolution picture, simplifies the on-
line-offline integration and helps the company’s Official Account to 

quickly collect “fans” (also called followers). 
Through the app it is also possible to push sales in the 
direction of the offline channel. Especially in the retail 
sector companies tend to offer small discounts or free 

products’ giveaway in the physical stores, if customers scan the 
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Figure 2: Percentage of active users on the internet that use WeChat (Source: DMR 2016) 
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company’s QR Code. This promotion strategy also applies to bars and 
restaurants that offer special deals in exchange for Wechat gained 
followers. Otherwise, another on-the-rise smart strategy to increase 
in-store flow is to send via app, discount coupons that can be only 
spent in physical stores. 
 
On the online side though, everything can be sold.  
 
Indeed, there are several examples showing how successful this 
channel can be. Take Xiaomi, for instance. This company, after re-
gistering on the app, sold more than 150.000 devices in less than 10 
minutes via the Online Store. 
 

And it is not over. On WeChat, 
when buying products or pur-
chasing train or even cinema 
tickets, users  pay electronically, 
by synchronizing their credit card 
with just a simple tap on the 
screen. Moreover, you can call 
and pay for a taxi from a specific 

section. The transaction is clear and fast. Easy-peasy.  
 
Thanks to the “Marketing Tool” feature, the Tencent house-made app 
is a marketing assistant valid for all purposes. From offering detailed 
information on products and brands to organizing contests and events, 
companies can go wild in structuring their strategies. For instance, 
each company’s Official Account is used with the aim of transmitting 
news, information and contents that can add value to their products, 

histories and values. In particular, if products are imported from Eu-
rope, the Official Account will tell 
typical country-specific tradition, 
particularly related to culture, that will 
let the customer fully enjoy the pur-
chasing experience. Each WeChat 
user is so deeply attracted by the 
opportunity of learning new notions, 
so magically thrilled by the unknown, that they are prompted to share 
every profile’s content they are fond of.  
 
Thinking of how frenetic modern life can be, it is easily understandable 
that as time goes by, more and more activities and daily duties will be 
arranged over the smartphone. And this creates endless opportunities 
for WeChat. The Chinese market, vast and various, can be poetically 
associated with a small tool that bridges the gap with a single tap. 
 
Ultimately, the adoption of this medium has in several cases lead to 
significant achievements in shorter time compared to other cases 
where traditional marketing channels were used, thanks to lower costs 
and a wider audience that has tripled since 2010.  
 
Companies should get rid of prejudices against Chinese marketing 
tools, to fully explore the new potentialities. Companies’ sales turnover 
can double in just two years; it is just a matter of legally register in 
China, finding the correct tailor-made strategy and jump into the 
Wechat E-world. 
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The Chocolate Market in China 
By Saro Capozzoli, Emilia Petroni - Jesa 
 
Chocolate: no longer an exotic food 
 
“Chinese people have recently started seeing chocolate as something 
more than a simple snack”, Elvin Ho, Regional Sales & Marketing Di-
rector at Barry Callebaut, says.  
 
In the last years, the Chinese society has undergone a rapid change, 
also with regard to its tastes. Chocolate, which has always been con-
sidered as an exotic food, is now an integral part of the country’s cu-
linary culture. Indeed, the confectionery industry in China shows re-
markable trends: its size revenue-wise has increased for several and 
diverse reasons. 
 
Among the main factors there are:  
- A progressive evolution of Chinese society towards a consump-

tion-based model;  
- The growth in pro-capita income;  
- The population’s propensity to give Western cuisine a try, with the 
aims of both highlighting the social status quo, since Western food is 
expensive and fashionable, and opening new horizons. 
 
By comparing the growth rate of the U.S., Europe and China, it is clear 
that they have grown at different paces. In fact, in the period 
2010-2014, their Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) was re-
spectively 1.9%, 2.6% and 10.4%. 
 

Figure 1: US Chocolate Confectionery Market Value  – Source Market Line 

Figure 2: Europe Chocolate Confectionery Industry – Source: Market Line 

Figure 3: China Chocolate Confectionery Industry – Source: Market Line 
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As it can be seen on the above graphs, China has been growing at the 
fastest rate compared to other countries. The market has reached $23 
billion by the end of 2015. Most importantly, second-tier cities are the 
ones where business opportunities can be easily exploited (Chongqing, 
Chengdu, Wuhan, Xi’an ...), mainly due to positive changing trends in 
their citizens’ habits. 
  
These changes were sudden. Considering that in 2000 chocolate 
pro-capita consumption was 1gram, stating that the consumption has 
known a huge growth in 15 years is nothing but true: currently that 
number is one hundred times bigger. Nevertheless, China’s chocolate 
pro-capita consumption is still lower than in the rest of the world (e.g. 
2kg in Japan and South Korea while 10kg in Europe), but, given the 
recent trends, it is substantially expected to grow.  
 
Where in China is chocolate produced in big quantities? The majority of 
chocolate it’s produced in Guangdong, a region in the South, with 
37.7% of the total production. More specifically, the majority of in-
dustry leaders took roots in this area (25.4% of Total Revenues comes 
from Guangdong) and the area it is also the largest exporter. Apart 
from the South, chocolate is also produced in the East, particularly in 
Shanghai, Fujian and Jiangsu. Shanghai is arguably the biggest im-
porter of chocolate and cocoa in the whole Asia, followed by North and 
West China.  
 
Competitive Framework 
 
According to the Association of Chinese Chocolate Manufacturer’s data, 
the chocolate market is primarily controlled by foreign brands. Even if 

chocolate is currently consumed by people and youngsters of the 
middle-class, in 2020 it will be eaten by approximately 670 million 
people, according to forecasts.  
 
Western companies represent the biggest players within the Chinese 
market: Dove, Ferrero, and Cadbury that locally produce their snacks. 
They own 70% of market share, while the remaining 30% is shared 
among smaller firms which offer cheaper products.  
Among the primary reasons for the rise in chocolate producers com-
panies’ delocalization in China there are:  
- The low production costs (driven by the absence of customs duty 
and transportation costs), 
- The high market potential, considered that chocolate is gradually 
appealing more and more shares of population.  
 
If in the confectionery market also all kind of sweets were included, the 
majority of producers is represented by SMEs, while the biggest 
players are Mars (39% of the total market), followed by Hershey Co. 
and Ferrero (both representing 12% of the whole).  
 
Quality and Brand: two useful criteria to make the choice  
 
According to a survey conducted by Euromonitor International (2014), 
the chocolate flavor that Chinese people appreciate the most is milk 
chocolate. While, only because it is considered healthy, people from 
East regions prefer dark chocolate. 
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Figure 4: Chinese people’s favorite chocolate flavor. Source: Marketing China 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Criteria that drive chocolate purchasing. Source: Marketing China 

 

The main criteria are indeed as follows: 
1. Quality: 30% of Chinese people buy chocolate considering the 
quality as the most relevant factor; 
2. Brand: if it is a Western one, it is more valuable, tastier as well.  
The bulk of imported chocolate is distributed during ceremonies 
(primarily in weddings as a party favor). In addition, youngsters have 
lately discovered chocolate as the perfect gift to demonstrate love to 
somebody. In particular, during the Chinese Saint Valentine ‘s Day, 
half of the purchased products comes from the confectionery industry. 
In the light of findings, chocolate meant as gifts purposes represents a 
huge business opportunity. 
3. Price: the demand’s price elasticity is very low. This is indeed a 
huge advantage.   
 
The application of premium prices is justified and it will not alter the 
expected demand. This is definitely true when it comes to traditional 
chocolate, but not as for “compound chocolate”, a cheaper variety 
made with vegetable fat and sweeteners.  
 
Future Perspectives: high growth rates are expected, risk that 
the market will saturate soon 
 
According to Bert Alfonso, President of International Operations at 
Hershey Co., sales of chocolate in China are predicted to reach $4.3 
billion by 2019. Market growth is mainly influenced by the demo-
graphic boom and the development of e-commerce, “the fastest 
growing distribution channel in China”. 
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But what would happen if local producers, who are more and more able 
to understand consumers’ preferences, enter the market on a massive 
scale?  
 
In order to reduce the threat, European companies should take ad-
vantage of timing. Their revenues are put into risk by lower margins 
which will be generated if the Chinese middle-class would shrunk (a 
rather likely happening given the yearly +9% growth rate). 
On the other hand, European companies are characterized by several 
strengths that keep them in a special and primary position, allowing 
them to exploit many opportunities and simplifying their market pe-
netration. Among the positive factors, there are the increasing inte-
gration of chocolate in the Chinese culinary culture (that considers it a 
healthy food), analysts’ optimism towards the industry’s expected 
CAGR, the focus on quality and the perception of the Chinese popu-
lation that Western brands are the confectionery’s ambassadors. 

 
Finally, Chinese youngsters are more and more adopting Western 
habits and tastes. Some companies, such as Ferrero and Hershey’s,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Finally, Chinese youngsters are more and more adopting Western 
habits and tastes. Some companies, such as Ferrero and Hershey’s,  
are taking advantage of the “Western Fever” to consolidate their 
presence in the market with production facilities and well-organized 
distribution networks.   
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